
Track Profits  
not Spreadsheets
Manage the complexities  
of harvest in one system. 

It all comes down to harvest. After months of hard work, now’s the time to see how decisions 
throughout the season paid off. Between managing the crew, marketing crops, keeping tabs  
on inventory, and tracking each bushel from field to elevator, it’s tough to stay organized.  
Granular Business cuts the complexity of harvest, and keeps your focus on a strong finish. 

Capture  
Critical Data

Manage Inventory 
On-The-Go

Streamline  
Reporting

Track real-time harvest data in one 
system, and quickly see how your 
yield impacts your bottom line.

Track inventories by bin, location 
and owner, at all times, wherever 
you are.

Save time getting the right 
information to the right 
stakeholder, whether it’s your 
landlord, lender, or customer.

Manage Harvest Better

More Informed  
Crop Marketing
Use “what-if” scenarios to quickly 
see how yield and price impact 
your profitability and breakeven  
for less second guessing. 

Catch  
Errors Early
Keep track of every load and make 
sure each contract is delivered 
and paid.

Skip the  
Back-and-Forth
Know where your team is.  
Assign and monitor work orders 
from anywhere. 
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New this Year: Easier Contract Management

Market better with “what-if” price and yield scenarios

Upload photos of scale tickets with the mobile app

Keep track of all your contract details at a glance

“With Granular Business we know which fields are making 
the cut or not by understanding our field-level profits  
real-time and in season.”

Justin Durdan 
Durdan Farms, IL

Short on help?

With our Pro Services options, we can help enter  
data and regularly monitor the harvest data flowing  
in from equipment, so you can get the most from 
Granular Business at harvest. 
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